Objective -The purpose of this study is to explore collection development, cataloguing, processing, and circulation practices for tabletop game collections in libraries. This study used the term "tabletop games" to refer to the array of game styles that are played in real-world, social settings, such as board games, dice and card games, collectible card games, and role-playing games.
Introduction
Libraries have supported games and play for over a century. The early 20th century saw the emergence of toy libraries that were established to support families in need by lending toys, board games, and other realia that support play (Moore, 1995) . Since the 1970's, digital games have become the most visible and dominant medium of play in our culture and in libraries (Nicholson, 2009) . Although video game sales remain prevalent, tabletop games have entered a new golden age, beginning with the emergence of designer games in the mid-1990s. Since 2012, purchases of board games have risen annually by more than 25% as online retailers have made them available to the mass market (Duffy, 2014) . Recent estimates placed total industry sales above $880 million in (ICv2, 2015 . This growth has been further accelerated by the advent of crowdfunding as a means to finance and pre-order new games (Roeder, 2015) .
As the hobby gains in popularity, librarians are reevaluating tabletop games as a viable collection for their patrons' needs. For many librarians, it is not a matter of whether to include tabletop games in a library's collection but a matter of how. Even though the establishment of toy-and game-lending collections predates the establishment of libraries' video game collections, research about tabletop game collections lags behind the research on video game collections. Librarians interested in collecting video games can find a plethora of information on incorporating video games into their programs and collections. However, a librarian interested in building a tabletop game collection will find relatively few resources to guide them.
Despite well-established benefits of gaming and booming growth in the tabletop industry, only a small number of libraries circulate tabletop games. In a 2007 survey of 313 libraries, 44% circulated games with 27.9% of those libraries circulating board/card games (Nicholson, 2009) ; that equates to 12% of libraries overall circulating board/card games. Since this question has not been surveyed since 2009, it is difficult to gauge the current proportion of libraries that circulate games. This is not meant to imply that libraries are not incorporating tabletop games into their services in other ways. Many libraries provide games in their children's areas, host chess and go clubs, and run gaming programs (Nicholson, 2009) . However, the practice of developing, processing, cataloguing, and circulating a tabletop game collection is relatively rare.
Tabletop games, much like other types of realia, can be daunting to libraries because of presumed cost, durability, and complexity. Because few resources address those concerns, it is not surprising that few libraries have developed tabletop game collections despite the growth of the hobby. This study was conducted to gather information from the libraries that do have games collections in order to determine their procedures and practices. The authors address some of the perceived challenges and issues regarding tabletop game collections and offer ways to improve access and management of this type of special collection through the creation of standards and best practices.
Literature Review

Games in Libraries
Modern libraries include tabletop games in their services in different ways. To gain a better sense of the history of games in libraries, it is helpful to expand the scope to include other play media. In his 2013 article, "Playing in the past: A history of games, toys, and puzzles in North American libraries", Nicholson makes clear how libraries have historically supported play through their programs, services, and collections.
Hosting clubs and offering programs seem to be the earliest means by which libraries supported play. Nicholson (2013) (Moore, 1995) . Today two associations, the USA Toy Library Association (USATLA) and the International Toy Library Association (ITLA), exist to support libraries and librarians that manage toy collections.
Despite this long history there is still reluctance to fully integrate games into the library. As Bierbaum notes in her 1985 survey of realia in libraries, new media is often decried as the destroyer of libraries as we know them. (Bierbaum, 1985) . In order to cater to their users' interests, libraries incorporate new media, technology, and realia into their collections regardless of this outcry, but if their emerging collections are not as fully integrated as standard collections, they will be only partially accessible to the users they are intended to serve.
Collection Development
The need for collection management guidance is ongoing as both digital and analog games evolve. Law (1976) stresses the need for librarians to become well-versed in game collection management. Law's concerns hold true today, including keeping up with game resources and literature to evaluate games for purchase, improving searching and finding in catalogues, the physical care of circulating games, and loss prevention (Law, 1976) . Bastiansen and Wharton (2015) Collecting tabletop fantasy role-playing games in the age of downloadable PDFs" and "Dragons in the stacks: An introduction to role-playing games and their value to libraries" give overviews of major role-playing games. (Sich, 2012; Snow, 2008 (Jones, 2003) In her 1985 study, Bierbaum surveyed 218 public libraries about three-dimensional realia collections of which toys and games were the most popular category. Of these libraries, 163 collected toys and games but many were not cataloguing these items. This survey noted a lack of guidance in cataloguing non-print materials as a possible cause for the lack of catalogue records.
Thirty years later there is still little in-depth information beyond the basic realia cataloguing rules set forth in the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Second Edition (AACR2) and Resource Description and Access (RDA). Olson (2001) uses a tabletop game as an example and does state the need to include information about the number of players, recommended age, and purpose of the game. In a slideshow presentation for the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS), McGrath (2012) includes helpful hints for tabletop game cataloguing. However, Moore (2014) reflects different practices for game cataloguing. Piascik (2002) briefly reviews the cataloguing and circulation of special materials but notes that sixty-nine percent of their materials lacked records in the Online Computer Library Center (OCLC). The original cataloguing needed in such cases requires advanced knowledge if the catalogue records are to be complete and useful.
At this time, professional organizations have not provided best practices for cataloguing tabletop games or for assigning subject or genre headings to these materials. Librarians continue to need more guidance in these areas if they are to provide satisfactory access to tabletop games.
Game Preservation and Processing
More publications address the preservation of video games than of tabletop games. This imbalance exists because of the real danger of losing digital games to media format obsolescence. Lowood et al. (2009) detail many of the issues surrounding video game preservation. There are no readily available publications for analog game preservation or processing. Circulating collections require additional steps not necessary for personal use collections. Piascik (2002) gives a few tips for processing games, including advice to use bags for pieces and to make creative use of conventional library materials. Most of the information on tabletop game preservation is not library-specific and exists only on gaming blogs and in forum posts.
Although articles about games and their value are readily available there is not enough current, in-depth research about tabletop games in libraries. Tabletop game collections will remain niche experiments in libraries until literature that provides guidance for collection development, cataloguing, processing, lending, and preservation finds its way into professional and scholarly publications.
Aims
The lack of resources and baseline data specific to tabletop collections in libraries contributes to misconceptions about practices and can hinder librarians who are considering establishing game collections. The researchers designed a survey to gather information about current practices for these materials with the belief that the results would provide practical information on how tabletop game collections are implemented and maintained both for librarians who are exploring the possibility and those who are looking to improve their existing collections. The specific goals of the study were to understand the norms and related issues regarding tabletop game collections. The study focused on the following research questions: 
Methods
An online survey was developed to gather information from libraries with game collections. Input was gathered from several academic, public, and school librarians to craft the questions. The survey was created using Qualtrics research software and was tested by members of the American Library Association's Games and Gaming Round Table. The responses were collected in June and July of 2015.
Participants were recruited utilizing a snowball sampling technique involving electronic outlets and discussion lists used by librarians. The request to participate included an explanation of the purposes of the research and a link to the survey.
Results
Demographics
The results included responses from 119 participants with 66% of the participants from public libraries, 28% from academic libraries, 3% from special libraries, and 3% from other (3 curriculum resource centers and 1 school library). The respondents were from urban (21%), suburban (26%), and rural (31%) areas, with 17% indicating mixed and a few libraries reporting other. Total library budgets ranged from $50,000 to $5 million plus, with the majority from libraries with $1 million to $4.9 million budgets. Of the 119 respondents 81% have a tabletop game collection and 19% do not.
Collection Development
Collection development and curation of tabletop game collections is unique to each library and its patrons' needs. The survey included several questions about these practices. Surveyed libraries' collections range from very broad and informal ones that include mostly donations to well-curated collections that support institutional goals.
Unlike other media, most games are unavailable through library vendors. Nevertheless, games are being added to collections. There were 77 libraries that acquire games through both purchasing games (84%) and accepting donations (66%). Of the 65 libraries that purchase games, most (74%) use online vendors such as Amazon and Barnes & Noble, 57% purchase from physical game stores, 32% purchase from physical chain stores, 18% purchase from online game vendors such as Cool Stuff Inc., Funagain, and Miniature Market, 11% purchase from library vendors, and 5% purchase from "other," including thrift stores, garage sales, and eBay.
The budget for purchasing tabletop games ranged from $0 (all donations) to over $500. Out of 76 libraries, 46% have a budget of up to $249, 30% have $0, 12% have $250 -$500, and 12% have over $500 to purchase games. Libraries with lower budgets tended to favour general vendors, both online and physical. Selection criteria range from purchasing popular, family friendly, or award-winning games to solely purchasing games that support coursework and classroom instruction. Although book donations to libraries are often castaways, donated games are not always from the back of someone's closet. Many game companies understand that more gaming is good for their business. There were 50 libraries that provided insight into game donations. Of those 50, 45 accept donations from patrons, 25 receive games by participating in International Games Day, 19 accept donations from publishers, 17 from local businesses, and 8 from "other", including staff and local thrift stores. Donation criteria range from accepting only complete games in good condition to anything that is offered. Some libraries accept any type of game regardless of age range or content, but others only accept games that are appropriate for the library's collection needs.
Cataloguing
Despite the fact that cataloguing is a cornerstone for discovery in libraries, survey results reveal that cataloguing practices of tabletop game collections are inconsistent. There were 94 libraries that answered the question "Do you create bibliographic catalogue records for tabletop games?" Of those 94, 31% do, 51% do not, and 18% answered "sometimes." There were 39 libraries that responded to a question regarding what types of tabletop games have catalogue records. Board games are most frequently catalogued with 79% of those libraries reporting these kinds of records. Libraries also catalogue card sets (54%), roleplaying guides (54%), and "other" (13%) games. "Other" games include puzzles, totes with multiple games, and games tied to (Bierbaum, 1985) .
Standards in cataloguing also vary. Of libraries surveyed, 22 libraries use OCLC to catalogue their games. These libraries were asked to approximate the percentage of games they have catalogued which already had OCLC records. There were 11 libraries that responded with 4 answering less than 25%; 5 answering 25% to 49%; and 2 answering 50% to 74%. No libraries reported that over 75% of games they catalogued already had records in OCLC.
Both subject headings and classification numbers are essential for access to collections. However, out of 36 libraries, only 22% find Library of Congress subject headings sufficient to aid in finding tabletop games in the OPAC. Out of 39 libraries, 22 (56%) create local subject or genre headings using other resources, including Board Game Geek (www.boardgamegeek.com), Father Geek (www.fathergeek.com), game descriptions, and reviews. Librarians are also creating subject terms that include curricular area, grades, awards, and mechanisms. Standard call numbers are not as widespread for these collections. Of 37 answering libraries, 16% use Library of Congress (LC), 32% use Dewey, 46% use local call numbers, and 5% use no call number "none".
Perhaps unsurprisingly, many libraries still have reservations regarding cataloguing and processing tabletop games. One respondent stated, "Keeping all the pieces is not easy and we have become more wary of entering new items into the catalog." Besides material concerns, the unusual nature of these items causes some to be hesitant or doubtful of their cataloguing ability. One respondent's comments could ring true for any size library when first starting to provide access to these materials: "I am in a one person library and I am in no way good at original cataloging which has held me back from cataloging a lot of our board games. Best practices for original of board games would Figure 1 Subject heading sufficiency. be great." However, as seen in the above results, libraries are still attempting to provide access to their tabletop games. One library stated that they "add a color-coded sticker and letters to indicate the primary audience(s) for each game," to aid browsing the collection. Another notes that, "It's important to mark and indicate every item in game (I like to put in individual baggies), to ensure that materials are not missing when loaned & returned." The complexity of most games could be daunting for a cataloguer unaccustomed to cataloguing realia since there are no best practices to follow.
As more libraries collect and catalogue games, the availability and quality of records in OCLC should increase. The survey did not include perception questions for the 51% of libraries that indicated they are not currently cataloguing their tabletop games. However, we can infer by responses to other questions that the in-house usage and small size of many of these collections negate the perceived need for bibliographic records. The lack of sufficient subject and genre headings and classification is also a barrier for 1 Percentage totals 101% due to rounding error. finding and using games. The combination of perceived complexity of cataloguing with a dearth of standards means that these collections are more hidden than others in the library.
Processing
While cataloguing provides intellectual access to collections, processing is key to providing physical access. Questions specific to processing tabletop games were included in the survey to address topics such as item records, barcoding, and physical processing of games.
As with cataloguing, processing procedures remain inconsistent for tabletop collections. Of 79 respondents, there is an even split of 46% of libraries that create item records with barcodes for their tabletop collection and 46% that do not, while 9% only barcode sometimes 1 . Even the process of barcoding is quite variable when compared to traditional collections with 38 respondents putting barcodes on the game box, 5 putting them on the game's instructions, 5 putting barcodes on each of the bags or pieces/cards within the game, and 10 placing them on other parts of the game. Also, barcoding is sometimes limited to game types, with one respondent noting that "RPG guides" are the only items that get barcodes, which may mean only those would receive item records.
From the answers to this survey, few games are processed to increase longevity and reduce wear-and-tear. However, of the 79 libraries that answered questions regarding processing, 22% reinforce the game's box; 54% separate games pieces into bags; but only 6% put plastic or archival sleeves on cards to protect them from damage. For some libraries, how their collection is used negates the need for extensive processing. One respondent stated, "In our library the games have been considered just to be used within the building -they are cheap and easily replaced. Not much money or effort is put into 'preserving' them."
However, some libraries with games for inhouse use only do carry out extra processing. One library noted that they "put a security strip in the board game boxes so that the board game collection can only be used in the library." Another library "keep[s] the reinforced game boxes in a very visible area and [has] all of the guts behind the desk. We don't check them out Respondents could select multiple parts to have item records or barcodes. Respondents also could answer regarding parts, containers, bagging pieces, or sleeving cards even if they had previously stated "No" or "Sometimes" in regards to creating item records. or have them cataloged. We feel that this strikes a nice balance for our patrons to know that we have these games and that they are there to be played with, but also keep good track of the pieces, etc." Furthermore, some libraries are even more conscientious about their processing, especially those that provide out-of-library checkouts. One survey participant wrote, "I put library stickers and a library name stamp on everything." Another library provided a unique way to manage the many parts of some tabletop games without individual barcodes: "We weigh the various types of components of each game with a digital scale and attach this information to the game. That way, we can tell if all items have been returned when they're checked in." While unusual, weighing could allow for clearer check-in procedures for circulation staff. As with cataloguing, the processing of tabletop games remains an area without clear library standards. This lack of standards leads to an unwarranted fear, not seen with print materials, concerning damage and loss for this format (see below).
Circulation
Cataloguing and processing a collection prepares it for potential circulation. Librarians on social media and blogs have discussed how to circulate tabletop games without undue hardship on staff, and the researchers hope this survey offers some insight for libraries considering circulating their games.
Much like cataloguing and processing, there are no best practices for circulating a tabletop collection. Of 78 responding libraries, 44% report that they circulate tabletop games. However, if in-library, in-school, and out-of-library borrowing are considered together, it is clear that more libraries are circulating games. Out of 77 answers, 65% of libraries report that they allow in-house library use only, 1% in-school only, and 34% lend outside of the library or off the premises. From the difference in the results from these two questions, it is clear that some libraries consider in-library/school use as circulation, while others do not. Perhaps this is due to the lack of catalogue records for items that are indeed available for use in the building. Of the 44% of libraries that indicated that they do circulate this collection, 82% let all of the library's patrons check out games, 9% have age restrictions, and 3% have other restrictions such as checking out to faculty/staff members only. The loan period varies from less than 1 day to 14 plus days, with the majority (35%) being 14+ days. Seventy percent of these circulating libraries allow holds to be placed on games, and 76% allow renewals.
As noted above in the cataloguing section, 51% of the respondents do not catalogue their collections, so actual visibility is important for finding their collections. Of the 80 libraries that answered questions regarding tabletop collection storage, 25% store collections behind the counter but visible to patrons; 36% stored them behind the counter but not visible to patrons (closed stacks); and 39% store theirs in public areas (open stacks). Of the 31 libraries with open stacks for their games, 23% are in the Teen's Area, 19% are in the Children's Area, 19% are with media items, and 65% are in "other," which includes displays near front desks or entry points, community resource areas, lounge areas, curriculum collection areas, and in toy and game libraries.
Loss prevention is one of the leading concerns that can cause a library to not circulate tabletop games. Questions were included to help gauge procedures related to loss prevention. Regular inventorying is one common method to prevent loss. As with cataloguing and processing, inventory procedures are varied with 48% of 80 respondents counting pieces at each return while 28% never count their pieces. More rarely, 18% count pieces yearly, 6% monthly, and 1% weekly. It is unclear if any of the 28% of libraries that do not inventory use alternative methods to ensure games are complete, such as the weighing system mentioned earlier.
Although 73% of responding libraries conduct inventories, only 34% purchase new pieces when they are lost, and most (77%) do not charge patrons replacement fees. One library that charges a replacement fee noted, "None charged over last year at 5 branches. Replacements have been minor." Another mentioned that they would charge but that the situation has yet to come up at their library. The types of pieces replaced include instruction booklets, game pieces, tokens, and cards. Libraries that do replace pieces have many ways to manage the replacement process. One respondent wrote, "I sometimes buy duplicate copies of games at thrift stores and garage sales, so that I can use them for replacement parts as needed." Several noted that many games can be played even when some pieces are lost, so replacing the pieces is not always necessary. "We would make replacement judgments based on the specific game. We would try to work with users to get pieces back, but would charge if significant pieces were missing." Another noted that they were able to get the publisher to send them a replacement piece.
Overwhelmingly, it seems the fear of lost pieces should not be a deterrent against circulating tabletop collections, considering comments such as: "The largest concern with circulating board game were missing or broken pieces [sic] . As of nearly a year of circulating 50+ games, we have had only one missing piece. It was gladly replaced by the publisher"; "We have not had any instances of lost pieces or damaged games, so we haven't developed too many policies yet to handle these issues"; and "Lost pieces was the biggest fear, and it was for naught. Although some pieces do go missing, it does not happen at a high rate. And many games are completely functional even if some components get lost." These comments should assuage the fears that libraries that are new to collecting or circulating games may have. 
Programming and Events
Programming and events continue to grow in all types of libraries. In nearly all libraries with tabletop collections, programming is a key element to the collection. Although the majority of the survey did not consist of questions regarding programming, write-in responses such as, "We don't circulate games to patrons, just to staff for program use" occurred throughout the cataloguing, processing, and circulation sections.
When asked about offering programming around tabletop games, 78 libraries answered with the majority (71%) confirming they do offer programming with their collection. These programs include teen gaming events (56%), family board game events (53%); adult gaming events (49%), board game design events (15%), game jams (7%), and other events (27%) including game days, tournaments, lectures, and club meetings.
Many of these libraries elicit help from outside agencies for gaming events. This help comes from staff and faculty (49%), teen/student clubs (29%), local board game meetups (24%), game retailers (13%), and professional agencies (4%). Connections to volunteers, community game stores, and local gamers bring visibility to programs and help ease the pressure on staff. Although not a focus for this research, it is clear that tabletop collections provide an outlet for libraries to connect to patrons as well as to other community stakeholders.
Conclusion
This research provides an extensive first look at tabletop game collections in libraries. The results show that libraries are fragmented in their procedures for creating, employing, and maintaining these collections, which is not surprising since each library must develop their practices locally or at best through informal communications with other libraries. However, this research also reveals commonalities among many libraries. For those who catalogue tabletop games, they benefit from having bibliographic records available from OCLC while at the same time they find that subject and genre headings remain inadequate. For those who circulate games, most find that the fear of lost pieces was misplaced and that circulation can be accomplished by using procedures that make sense for their location. Overall, many comments show that while different from mainstream library formats, tabletop games can find a place in a library's collection. Understanding the surveyed libraries' current practices should encourage other libraries to pilot their own tabletop game collections or increase access to their existing collections. However, comments and the variety of responses to the survey questions reveal that libraries and researchers have much work to do in this area. The demand for tabletop games in the wider marketplace is increasing. Libraries should be meeting the cultural, recreational, and educational needs of their users by meeting this demand, but they are falling behind. Many tabletop games go out of print. Libraries should be collecting tabletop games in order to preserve them for study and future use, but in this area they also fall behind. Most libraries are not collecting or offering the format in any significant way while those that do must create local practices. For this reason, researchers and professional organizations should be developing resources and best practices that empower libraries to successfully meet the needs of their users. At the same time, as revealed by the survey results, libraries do not need to wait for codified standards in order to launch tabletop game collections that are discoverable, wellpreserved, and available to borrow. Current attempts can be imperfect while still providing significant access.
There should be no insurmountable barriers to incorporating this format into a library. Most of the problems are based on misconceptions instead of reality. We should not let another 30 years pass before we start to fully integrate tabletop games into the library. Standards would help ease unwarranted fears, but a shift in attitude about this type of collection also needs to take place. Libraries have supported games and play for over a century, and now librarians and researchers have the opportunity to strengthen this tradition for another century by establishing standards and best practices for tabletop game collections.
